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Abstract 

In many countries extended long term dry storage is the solution for storage of spent nuclear fuel for the 
foreseeable future. The expected storage times have increased over the last years and today storage times 
of up to 300 years is anticipated. With such long storage times, requirements on transportability and 
retrievability of the fuel have become more important. Hitherto most investigations on fuel behaviour 
during dry storage have been focused on cladding creep and the impact of hydrogen and hydrides in the 
cladding. 

Creep data gives input to creep models and creep to rupture data helps to set criteria for maximum 
allowable internal rod pressure. Hydrides lower the ductility of the cladding and this is more pronounced 
with radially oriented hydrides. As the temperature decreases over time in a dry storage cask dissolved 
hydrogen will precipitate forming hydrides in addition to hydrides already present. Assuming there is 
sufficient hoop stress in the cladding, the new hydrides would be radially oriented. Together with lost 
ductility Delayed Hydride Cracking (DHC) could be a potential mechanism for rod failure over tens of 
years of dry storage as the temperature drops from about 350°C to 150°C. Hydride embrittlement and the 
DHC mechanism have been studied in the first Studsvik Cladding Integrity Project (SCIP), although the 
focus in this program has mainly been on higher temperatures relevant for operating conditions rather than 
on dry storage conditions. 

In addition to the mechanisms mentioned there are other failure mechanisms that could potentially threaten 
the cladding fuel integrity and retrievability. In case there is residual water or moisture available in the 
cask, or even in the fuel due to existing fuel failures, radiolysis gives free hydrogen and oxygen. In failed 
fuel this may cause fuel oxidation and swelling affecting fuel integrity. The hydrogen gas pressure will not 
threaten the cask but be available for cladding uptake. Furthermore, few fuel testing programs which have 
focused on the risk of fuel failure in the cask under transport or in retrieval accident conditions. 

1. Introduction 

Long term storage of spent fuel is a solution to handle spent nuclear fuel while options for final treatment 
of the waste are developed. The fuel can be stored in wet conditions similar to the conditions in the fuel 
holding pool at the nuclear plant, or it can be stored in dry conditions. Both storage options are well-
established and used in several different countries91. To maintain safe storage and allow for safe retrieval 
and disposal of the fuel, no significant degradation of the fuel cladding or fuel assembly should occur 
                                                      
91 INTERNATIONAL  ATOMIC  ENERGY  AGENCY,  “Long  Term  Storage  of  Spent Nuclear  Fuel  —  Survey  and  

Recommendations”,  IAEA-TECDOC-1293,  IAEA, Vienna (2002). 
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during storage. Any degradation mechanism that could affect fuel integrity or fuel assembly geometrical 
stability could potentially threaten safety, such as maintaining criticality safety and prevent radioactive 
release to the environment. Therefore all potential fuel degradation mechanisms needs to be considered 
when evaluating the safety of long term storage. All activities such as cask loading and drying, anticipated 
transports, transport accidents, storage and retrieval of fuel after the storage period should also be 
considered. 

The main difference between wet and dry storage conditions is the temperature development as a function 
of time. In water the fuel is always at low temperature and no temperature dependent changes of fuel 
mechanical properties can occur. At the start of a dry storage period the peak cladding temperature can 
reach up to 400°C, which is often the acceptable licensing limit, and then it decreases over tens of years 
until it reaches a temperature where no further changes in mechanical properties are expected. Changes in 
cladding mechanical properties for this temperature history need to be known and modelled in the safety 
evaluations. The mechanical properties of interest are creep, ductility and fracture toughness. 

The mechanical property changes of fuel cladding in storage need to be established for the entire range of 
different cladding materials and burnups that are intended for storage. As there is a constant fuel 
development and new cladding alloys are being introduced in operating reactors, the performance of these 
materials in storage conditions needs to be verified. The existing experimental database on fuel in dry 
storage is mainly based on fuel with lower discharge burnups than the discharge burnups which are 
common today. As discharge burnups increase, cladding oxidation and hydriding increase and higher 
fission gas pressures are expected. Therefore verification tests to confirm safe storage and post-storage 
transportation of high burnup spent fuel rods are needed.  

There are large numbers of rods which are intact but may have a condition which makes them more 
sensitive to failure in storage. Such conditions may include rods with incipient cracks, localized cladding 
corrosion and localized hydride blisters or rings. Tests and examinations are needed to verify the integrity 
of such “weak” rods in long term storage and transportation conditions. 

 Recently extended dry storage is being considered with storage times up to 300 years which is 
significantly longer than the storage times of currently licensed interim dry storage sites. With such long 
storage times, requirements on transportability and retrievability of the fuel have become more important. 
Several organisations, including the US NRC, have made gap analyses to identify the research and 
technical information needs for extended storage of spent fuel. In the NRC study92 groups of fuel cladding 
degradation phenomena are identified, including swelling of fuel pellets due to helium in-growth with 
potential of fuel fragmentation, effects of residual moisture after normal drying, propagation of existing 
flaws in cladding, cladding creep, fatigue, Stress-Corrosion Cracking (SCC), and DHC. Hydrogen 
absorption and hydride reorientation are considered fairly well known mechanisms and of concern only for 
conditions below the Ductile to Brittle Transition Temperature (DBTT) in transport or in accident 
situations. Data is however needed to establish the combined effects of alloy material, hydrogen content, 
burnup, temperature, and other cladding variables on the DBTT of fuel cladding. 

Under impact loading conditions which could occur in a transport accident, the mechanical properties of 
interest are ductility, bending stiffness and impact strength. In order to model different accident situations 
and predict the risks to fuel integrity and potential fuel loss after failure, relevant data on stored fuel 
material is required. Compared to static loading data on empty cladding tubes, data on fuelled test rods and 
dynamic or impact tests are scarce. 

                                                      
92 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION, “Identification and Prioritization of the Technical Information Needs Affecting 

Potential Regulation of Extended Storage and Transportation of Spent Nuclear Fuel”, US NRC Draft Report for 
Comment, ML120580143, May 2012. 
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The Studsvik hot cell and mechanical testing laboratories have been involved in work related to fuel 
storage issues for a long time. This paper presents different tests and examination methods available to 
generate data for modelling and safety evaluations of fuel in interim dry storage. 

2. Creep 

The cladding material creeps under internal stress at elevated temperature. In the dry storage safety 
evaluation it should be ensured that the cladding has no risk of failure by creep for the storage period. Data 
for creep models and determination of the maximum acceptable creep strain is obtained by creep 
measurements on prototypical cladding materials. At Studsvik creep measurements are performed on 
defueled and refabricated cladding specimens cut from irradiated fuel rods. 

The hot cells for creep testing at the Studsvik mechanical testing laboratory is shown in Figure  (left). The 
specimen is located in a furnace as illustrated in Figure  (middle). The specimen is internally pressurized 
with Ar-gas at constant pressure. The resulting diametrical deformation shown in Figure  (right) is 
measured as a function of time by a high-resolution laser micrometer. 

Figure 1. Creep cells in the mechanical testing laboratory (left), a cut-away drawing of a furnace with 
a mounted cladding specimen (middle) and a typical creep curve obtained under constant internal 

pressure (right). 

 
 
The creep tests performed at typical dry storage conditions have very slow creep and such tests are 
interrupted when the secondary creep rate has been determined. To establish limits for maximum 
acceptable creep strain, measurements of creep to rupture are required. Creep to rupture tests are performed 
at high stress levels to achieve failure in a reasonable time. By Monkman-Grant analysis the time to failure 
is correlated to the secondary strain rate and by extrapolation the time to failure and strain at failure is 
obtained for realistic temperature and stress conditions. Apart from temperature and stress conditions, the 
creep strength depends on irradiation, cladding composition and heat treatment. Recrystallized cladding 
materials have much lower creep recovery than stress-relieved materials. The presence of hydrides also 
results in lower creep rates than without hydrides. 

The creep equipment can also be used to simulate changes of temperature and internal pressure with time. 
For example the temperature and stress cycling during the vacuum-drying and gas filling operations of the 
cask can be simulated. The equipment is also well-suited for studies of hydride reorientation. 

Most creep tests are carried out on defueled cladding specimens. For low burnup fuel without pellet-clad 
bonding the situation is similar to the case for defueled specimens. However, high burnup fuel with 
bonding may resist outward cladding creep which would give a reduced creep strain and thereby an added 
safety margin for actual fuel rods in dry storage. For this situation there could be conditions for which 
cladding lift-off is obtained followed by cladding creep. The temperature and stress conditions resulting in 
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cladding lift-off under transportation and dry storage conditions is not readily available, but this question 
could be of future interest. 

In summary creep is well-understood and there are creep laws for all major fuel cladding materials. Creep 
failure is prevented in dry storage conditions mainly by limiting the allowed peak cladding temperature in 
the cask. 

3. Hydride embrittlement, hydride reorientation and DHC 

The hydrogen in the cladding which is dissolved at elevated temperature in the storage cask will re-
precipitate as the temperature slowly decreases. If the internal gas pressure gives a cladding hoop stress of 
about 100 MPa or more during the temperature decrease, the dissolved hydrogen will precipitate as radially 
oriented hydrides in the cladding. Radial hydrides are associated with a large loss of ductility. Below the 
DBTT the fuel integrity could be compromised in handling, transport or accident situations. Thus by 
knowledge of the DBTT for the material and conditions in the interim dry storage, the allowed storage time 
can be determined. Within the allowed storage time there should be no threat to fuel integrity from hydride 
embrittlement. Data on the DBTT of fuel cladding needs to consider the combined effects of alloy 
material, hydrogen content, burnup, temperature, and other cladding variables. 

To simulate the situation in dry storage and produce radial hydrides several different methods are 
available. One method is to internally pressurize a piece of cladding tube at elevated temperature in a 
furnace and then decrease the temperature at some specified rate. The rate of cooling affects the 
morphology of the re-oriented hydrides and this need to be considered. The creep equipment in Figure  is 
well suited for this type of re-orientation. The equipment allows control of the internal pressure 
independently of the temperature and almost any desired combination of cladding stress and temperature 
history can be simulated. Hydride reorientation may also be performed by making a closed tube with a pre-
determined internal pressure and then use a simple furnace to simulate the temperature history. Another 
alternative is to expose the sample to circumferential stress using a fixture connected to a mechanical 
testing machine. Figure 1 shows a figure of the fixture and temperature history used to re-orient hydrides93. 

Figure 1. Fixture and temperature history used to re-orient hydrides. 

 
 
A test method to determine the ductility of the cladding is the ring compression test (RCT). This method is 
used routinely to determine post-quench ductility (PQD) after LOCA oxidation tests on cladding 
specimens. A pair of plane, parallel platens is used for holding and applying compressive loads to the 
specimen. The platens are mounted between the moving and the fixed crossheads of a mechanical testing 
machine. The load train containing the platens and the specimen are enclosed in a split furnace during 

                                                      
93  V. Grigoriev,  A-M. Alvarez-Holston,  G. Lysell,  D. Schrire, L. Hallstadius, S. T. Mahmood, and I. Arimescu, “Experimental 

study of DHC of unirradiated and irradiated fuel cladding and implications to in-pile operation and dry storage conditions.“, 
17th ASTM International Symposium on Zirconium in the Nuclear Industry, February 3-7, 2013, Hyderabad, India. 
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testing at high temperatures. The specimen temperature during testing is monitored by means of 
thermocouples attached to the upper and lower loading platens. Before starting a test series the sample 
temperature is calibrated by using a calibration sample with an attached thermocouple. Figure shows the 
platens set-up for temperature calibration. The test is run with a predefined cross-head displacement rate 
until a drop in load occurs after reaching maximum load. A schematic force vs. displacement curve is 
shown in Figure. The offset displacement d in the figure gives a quantitative value for the ductility of the 
specimen. 

Figure 3. Set-up for temperature calibration for ring compression testing (left) and a schematic 
figure of the load-displacement curve (right). 

Upper platen

Lower platen

Calibration sample
Thermo-
couples

 
 
The RCT method is considered to be the method with the least scatter in determinations of PQD. However, 
a tensile test method such as the Ring Tensile Test (RTT) gives more information on the mechanical 
properties of the cladding, such as yield stress, ultimate tensile stress, uniform and total elongation. The 
RTT is performed on defueled clad tubing rings which are machined to an optimized geometry with two 
gage sections on opposite sides of the specimen. The loading fixture is optimized to minimize the bending 
of the specimen gage length during testing. The engineering stress-strain curves are calculated from the 
load-displacement data with the aid of an FEM-generated correction algorithm. 

The RTT method has been used extensively for many years to characterize the mechanical properties of 
cladding after irradiation. In dry storage tests where the sample is exposed to a simulated temperature and 
stress history which can give hydride reorientation, the RTT can show possible changes in yield stress as 
well as giving a measure of the ductility. The measured load-displacement curves of a number of RTT on 
irradiated cladding samples, but without hydride reorientation, are shown in Figure 2. By plotting the total 
elongation as a function of hydrogen concentration, the decrease in ductility with increasing hydrogen 
concentration is illustrated (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Load-displacement curves from RTT of irradiated cladding (left) and ductility as a function 
hydrogen concentration obtained from the RTT (right). 

 
 
For a certain set of conditions DHC could be a potential mechanism for rod failure in dry strorage 
conditions. DHC can in principle operate at all temperatures where hydrogen diffusion occurs and the 
hydrides in front of the crack-tip are brittle. An upper temperature limit around 300-375 °C has been 
observed depending on the material strength. However, for DHC to operate, all critical parameters for 
DHC have to be fulfilled simultaneously. Looking at all critical parameters in dry storage conditions one 
can note as follows; 

The critical hydrogen concentration for DHC decreases with temperature since the solubility limit 
decreases. At 200 ºC, the critical hydrogen concentration for DHC is 15 wppm H and therefore this 
criterion for DHC will be fulfilled for in principle all fuel rods in dry storage. 

For DHC to initiate, the presence of a stress concentrator is required. The hoop stress in dry storage 
conditions is too low to cause incipient cracks. It can however not be excluded that incipient cracks have 
been formed in high burnup fuel rods during reactor operation. 

If incipient cracks have formed in the oxide and outer rim, the critical threshold for the DHC stress 
intensity KIH has to be fulfilled. The threshold varies between 4-12 MPa  depending on cladding 
material properties and test parameters. In order to determine the upper limit for rod pressure and 
maximum length of incipient cracks, below which DHC will not occur, more studies are needed to pinpoint 
the KIH for a specific cladding type, burn-up level and temperature. 

The test technique used at Studsvik to quantify critical parameters for DHC is the Pin Load Test (PLT). 
With this technique the DHC crack propagation rate, the upper temperature limit and the critical threshold 
for DHC can be evaluated. The PLT test was initially developed for evaluation of the fracture toughness of 
thin-walled tubing but has been modified at Studsvik to enable DHC studies and was the selected test 
technique for two consecutive round-robin IAEA Co-ordinated Research Project on DHC in Fuel 
Cladding. During the tests all main parameters, such as load, displacement, temperature, and in some cases 
DCPD (direct current potential drop) data, are simultaneously and continuously monitored. The specimen 
fixture and the results from a parameter study on the DHC crack velocity by means of PLT is shown in 
Figure 394. 

                                                      
94  V. Grigoriev,  A-M. Alvarez-Holston,  G. Lysell,  D. Schrire, L. Hallstadius, S. T. Mahmood, and I. Arimescu, “Experimental 

study of DHC of unirradiated and irradiated fuel cladding and implications to in-pile operation and dry storage conditions.“, 
17th ASTM International Symposium on Zirconium in the Nuclear Industry, February 3-7, 2013, Hyderabad, India. 
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Figure 3. The PLT specimen fixture mounted in the testing machine (left). The temperature 
dependence of VDHC as measured by PLT (right). 

  
 
In the PLT test, DHC in the axial direction and secondary DHC starting from a through-wall crack can be 
simulated. To study primary DHC in the radial direction, starting from an initial intact rod, other 
techniques are needed. At Studsvik two different techniques have been utilized to study DHC starting from 
the outer surface.; a) Internal pressure tests and b) Ring tensile testing. In both techniques the test 
temperature and stress history shown in Figure 4 was used95. The primary DHC crack initiates at sites 
where incipient cracks have formed in the oxide and in hydrides connected to the outer surface. 

Figure 4. Primary DHC starting at the cladding outer surface simulated by means of a modified RTT 
technique. 

 
 

4. Transport and handling accidents 

In case a transport accident occurs and the storage cask is dropped the fuel rods would be subject to 
bending between the spacer grids. To determine the fuel rod mechanical properties under bending stress, 3-
point or 4-point bending tests can be performed. Irradiated fuel rods with fuel pellets inside should be used 
in such tests to best represent the actual situation. Bend tests in the 3-point bending configuration have 

                                                      
95  A-M. Alvarez Holston, V.Grigoriev, G.Lysell, R.Källström, B.Johansson, L.Hallstadius,  G. Zhou , I. Arimescu, M. Lloret, “A 

Combined Approach to Predict the Sensitivity of Fuel Cladding to Hydrogen-Induced Failures during Power Ramps.”, 
Proceedings of 2010 Light Water Reactor Fuel Performance Meeting (TopFuel), Orlando, Florida, USA, September, 2010. 
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been reported for irradiated PWR and BWR fuel rods of approximately 50 MWd/kgU burnup96. However, 
further data for higher burnups and different cladding conditions are needed. 

The bending test equipment available in the Studsvik hot cell is shown in Figure 5 (left). The machine was 
originally built and used in the NRC LOCA test program97. It has a similar design to the bending machine 
at the Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). The different parts of the machine are indicated in the figure. 
The test is run at room temperature with a pre-determined displacement rate of usually 1 mm/s while the 
load and displacement of the loading rollers are being measured. The load cell has a capacity of 2200 N 
and the maximum useful displacement is about 14 mm. 

Figure 5. The 4-point bending machine in the hot cell (left) and measured force vs. displacement 
curve for an unirradiated verification specimen (right). 

 
 
The test data in Figure 5 (right) shows the result from a bend test on an unirradiated empty cladding tube of 
Zry-4. The slope of the deflection curve in the elastic regime is given by , where  is the load 
measured by the load cell in response to the controlled displacement  measured by the machine actuator. 
The slope  in Figure 5 (right) is related to the bending stiffness  of the specimen by the equation 

 

where  is the distance between the two supports and  is the distance between each loading roller and the 
closest support. For irradiated fuel rods the bending stiffness increases mainly due to the bonding between 
fuel pellet and cladding. For a brittle irradiated fuel rod the rod may fail in the test and in this case the 
plastic bend deformation to failure is obtained. The test on the unirradiated cladding tube plotted in Figure 
5 (right) is ductile and it did not fail. However, the total plastic bend deformation  obtained in the test is 
indicated in the figure. The data obtained from bend tests is important for modeling fuel behavior in 
transportation accidents or seismic events. For example, measured values of the bending stiffness of fuel 

                                                      
96  P. Purcell and M. Dallongeville,”Testing of LWR Fuel Rods To Support Criticality Safety Analysiys of Transport Accident 

Conditions”, 14th International Synposium on the Packaging and Transportation of Radioactive Materials (PATRAM 2004), 
Berlin, Germany, September 20-24, 2004. 

97  P. Askeljung, J. Flygare and J Martinsson, “NRC LOCA testing program at Studsvik, results on high burnup fuel”, 2011 Water 
Reactor Fuel Performance Meeting, Chengdu,  China,  September 11-14,  2011, paper T3-039. 
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rods can be used to determine realistic critical inertia load magnitude values for fuel rod buckling in 
transportation accidents98. 

Furthermore, when brittle irradiated fuel rods break in the bend test fuel fragments are ejected at the failure 
location. By weighing the dispersed fuel fragments, the fuel loss can be quantified. The potential fuel loss 
in very aggressive accident conditions can also be studied by simple manual breaking of the fuel rod 
without the use of the bending machine. Generally the fuel loss of high-burnup rods with pellet-clad 
bonding is small with just a small fraction of one pellet being lost. 

In transportation accidents, a drop of the cask will cause a direct impact load on the fuel assembly and the 
fuel rods. An impact testing device for fuel rods can be used to obtain direct information on the 
consequences for the fuel integrity from different impact loads. 

5. Examinations of oxidation, swelling and fragmentation 

If moisture enters the dry storage cask during the storage time there is potential for generation of hydrogen 
through radiolysis. In this case it must be assumed that the hydrogen could be picked up by the cladding 
and hence add to existing cladding hydrides. 

 In case some stored fuel rods have open cladding failure sites, any air or moisture ingress into the cask can 
give rise to fuel pellet oxidation at the failure. Regulations typically do not accept fuel rods with large open 
failures for dry storage and such fuel should be safely encapsulated before being stored. Fuel rods with 
small cladding failures, such as small pin-hole failures from fretting or early PCI failures, can be accepted 
for dry storage without encapsulation. However, such fuel rods can have residual moisture inside and the 
vacuum-drying is most probably not sufficient to remove it. Any remaining moisture will result in fuel 
oxidation during storage at elevated temperature. 

Oxidation of irradiated fuel occurs in two steps from UO2 to U4O9 and then to U3O8
99. The oxidation to 

U3O8 is associated with a 30% volume increase and powderization of the fuel. This mechanism may 
potentially open the failure and promote crack propagation. The fine powder may also escape the rod in 
this process. To avoid any risk of such a scenario failed fuel needs to be treated by a drying procedure and 
encapsulated such that the moisture content is controlled within acceptable limits. A research program with 
this purpose is planned to be launched at Studsvik. 

A furnace has recently been installed in the Studsvik hot cell to study oxidation, drying and fragmentation 
of fuel rod samples. The furnace shown in Figure 6 can be used at temperatures up to 1200 °C which 
covers dry storage conditions as well as LOCA oxidation. The furnace can also be used for creep lift-off 
studies in the laboratory as described in Section 0. Future plans also include fuel heat treatment with 
evolved gas analysis. 

                                                      
98  G. Bjorkman, “The Buckling of Fuel Rods in Tranportation Casks Under Hypothetical Accident Conditions”, 14th International 

Synposium on the Packaging and Transportation of Radioactive Materials (PATRAM 2004), Berlin, Germany, September 20-
24, 2004. 

99  D. Papaioannou et. al., “Oxidation studies on irradiated UO2 fuels”, Light Water Reactor Fuel Performance Meeting (TopFuel 
2012), Manchester, UK, September 2-6, 2012. 
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Figure 6. The furnace used for oxidation, drying and fuel annealing studies 

 
 
In very long term storage the build-up of He from alpha decay of actinides could result in He bubble 
formation in grains and on grain boundaries which could affect the fuel structure. This effect has been 
extensively studied in final repository research. The gas bubble pressure in fuel grains due to in-growth of 
He was evaluated for UO2 fuel100. It was concluded that bubble pressure would not be sufficient to cause 
cracks in the grains and no evolution of the microstructure due to He in-growth would occur over 10,000 
years. Hence, no effects of He in-growth are expected in irradiated high burnup fuel at shorter time scales 
relevant for extended dry storage. However, detailed microscopy studies of high burnup fuel segments with 
long decay times should be of interest to confirm that no degradation occurs. Such possibilities exist with a 
few fuel segments stored at the Studsvik HCL for over 40 years which are available for analysis. 

6. Conclusions 

Interim storage of spent nuclear fuel is widely utilized and is in many countries the preferred solution for 
the foreseeable future. The behaviour of the fuel under storage and the criteria for safe storage are 
established for existing licensed facilities. However, the expected storage times and the requirements on 
transportability and retrievability after storage have increased. New fuel materials and designs also 
continue to be developed and utilized to higher burnups. These developments require new tests and 
examinations to be performed to verify that the spent fuel can be stored safely without any risk for fuel 
degradation. This paper presents different tests and examination methods available at the Studsvik hot cell 
and mechanical testing laboratories with the purpose of generating data for modelling and safety 
evaluations of fuel in interim storage. 

 

                                                      
100  C. Ferry, J-P Piron and A. Ambard “Effect of helium on the microstructure of spent fuel in a repository: An operational 

approach”, Journal of Nuclear Materials, Vol. 407 (2010) 100-109. 
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